
Dear Sirs:

I am writing this to bring to your attention a form of abuse by Road
Runner, concerning the "unlimited access" it sells.  Road Runner allows
its customers to download an unlimited amount of material, as long as
it is material supplied by Time Warner.  However, as soon as someone
attempts to either download material from another service, or upload
anything, Road Runner speed caps both the upload and download.  This
speed cap applies to all usage of the internet from then on and
effectively destroys high-speed access for that customer.  In some
cases, Road Runner actually terminates its customers for uploading
more than Road Runner finds acceptable.

Unlimited service appears to be the right to spend and unlimited amount
of money with Time Warner, not unlimited access to the entire internet.

This is not unlimited service.  We do not get what we pay for.  If Road
Runner sells unlimited service, it should be unlimited, even if we don't
choose to spend still more money with Time Warner.

If the merger between Time Warner and AOL is allowed to take place
without some protections, it seems that the internet, or at least
high-speed access to it, will become limited to "programming" offered
by AOL or Time Warner.

At first things seemed to move quickly but as I met more people
on line and uploaded and downloaded files between us the speed began to drop
dramatically. This appears to be a direct result from some sort of a control on
Road Runner's end as there is only one other customer in my neighborhood and
almost the entire bandwidth should be available. This is wrong! Aol has long
been known for censorship and blocking accessability to web sites that they as
God don't want you to access.

Please help keep the high-speed internet and usenet free from censorship and
control.

Please don't let this happen.

Respectfully,
                      Michael J. Folsom


